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MDT is an international co-production platform and a leading venue for
contemporary choreography and performance situated in a reconstructed
torpedo workshop in the Stockholm city center. MDT has since 1986
supported and collaborated with Swedish and international emerging
artists. MDT is supported by Kulturrådet, Kulturförvaltningen Stockholm
stad and Kulturförvaltningen Stockholms läns landsting.
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5 “Spectacular Vernaculars: Hip Hop
and the Politics of Postmodernism” by
Russell A. Potter

4 For further reading I recommend:
”The Vibe — History of Hip Hop” ed. Alan
Light and ”Hip hop America” by Nelson
George.

3 From Wikipedia: A master of
ceremonies (also used in its abbreviated
forms MC or emcee) or compère is the
oﬃcial host of a staged event or similar
performance. An MC usually presents
performers, speaks to the audience, and
generally keeps the event moving. An
MC may also tell jokes or anecdotes. The
MC sometimes also acts as the protocol
oﬃcer during an oﬃcial state function.
In hip hop and electronic dance music,
an MC, otherwise known as a rapper,
is a music artist and/or performer who
usually creates and performs vocals for
his/her own original material.

2 I strongly oppose the term narrow
since it suggests an ideology that
very few people would be interested.
The opposite would be more positive
and that is broad. We work with wellfounded artists working in a very
serious way with choreography. Some
times it appeals to a lot of people and
sometimes few. It does not in any way
make them more or less important for
that reason.

1 “What has for decades not only been
called but been Modern Dance Theatre,
is since last winter only MDT, pronounced
in guess what language. Hint: it
rhymes with ‘the place to be’.” Örjan
Abrahamsson, DN 2011.11.14

On the other hand, if a rapper or deejay in the early hip hop
era, got a record deal there would be a long list of featurings.
But almost all of them unknown. So the new becoming star
almost immediately introduced his or her crew: Like JUNGLE
BROTHERS who introduced DE LA SOUL and A TRIBE CALLED
QUEST whom introduced BLACK SHEEP, MONIE LOVE, QUEEN
LATIFAH and so on… This community of artist’s (or family) was

But, my point is far simpler. This was a new art form that built
platforms for others rather than castles around themselves.
So let us very sketchily compare to pop or rock. For a new
struggling artist the best way to get his/her name out there
was to work with a better-known artist. S/he would try to use
all his/her contacts to get a well-known name help push her/
him on to a market. Often to prove themselves as a complete
artist, so that the better known artist would want to feature
on his/her album. The star became almost a guardian of
“quality”. As a consumer of music, you dared to buy an album
if you recognized a name. (We also know this star system from
film). So when there was a featuring artist on a pop or rock
album they were almost always stars.

Of course, as RUSSEL A. POTTER points out, it is a matter of
timing. It was the ultimate art form for a postmodern era.
The reusing of media, the sampling and the glorifying of the
broken, the hailing of the scratch, the dropping of a beat or
the bad singing, it all fit perfect in the newly born postmodern
theories.5

The idea is to lead your thoughts to the early hip hop era. Think
of USA in the 80s and 90s. Many rappers back then had names
such as KOOL MOE DEE, EAZY E, CHUCK D, ICE T and so on.
As I understand it this was because it rhymed (well it sounds
like it does) with MC. 3 The sound at the end of their rap names
sounds like EE, just like the place to be and MDT. Since then
hip hop has become one of the most influential forms of music
in the history of music.4 The ideas and ideals of hip hop spread
in the fields of fashion, graphic design, dance, art and so on.
How was this even possible? I have a theory.

MDT has, as you may know, a slogan. The place to be. It’s been
a bit of a joke. (Not to me.) But of course it is supposed to be a
bit embarrassing, but not to be laughed at and ridiculed.1 The
idea is to make you wonder why its there. MDT is a venue for
contemporary choreography and performance. Some people
would call the work we present experimental others would call
it narrow. 2 I would call it up-to-date. The slogan is a bit oﬀ
target, in this sense.

MDT — THE PLACE TO BE
Danjel Andersson, director
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– Everybody all the way in the back! I want to see your hands in
the air! I want to see all your armpit hair!

Now think of what MDT is doing in the light of this. Maybe
it is clearer now how we build the program. The well-known
help push the unknown, who very fast become well known
and help push, and so on. This is also the reason why a strong
independent dance community (family) is important to us.

So taking some of the knowledge from this historical era and
transmitting it to the dance field of Stockholm and Sweden is
what this embarrassing badly rhymed slogan is supposed to
do.

This is from my perspective the explanation of the exploding
eﬀect of hip hop. Ever expanding, always introducing new
names. Never closing the door. Of course the quality of the
artist and the ability to communicate that talent is the
x-factor. But many more got a chance within hip hop. Many
more got support. And you did not have to have the approval
of a record label. The notion of quality expanded faster than
the label executives could sip a sip on a margarita.

So this economy of generosity – the idea of crew helping each
other, rather than the individual genius from the pop/rock
world. Not the: I-did-it-on-my-own-strategy, or the: I-haveno-one-to-thank-just-the-endless-hours-practicing-in-myfathers-garage-strategy. Rather: I-am-grateful-for-the-helpI-got-now-I-will-help-my-friends-strategy.

given a name: “The Native Tongue”. They were pushing each
other. That is, when they got up on the platform they almost
immediately gave others a hand so that they could enter. This
was an eﬀective strategy. Us fans, we used the albums almost
as presentations. Of course, as I mentioned, this was not only
rappers, but singers, producers, dancers and so on.

Drawings by Finn Öhlund
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